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1)

Select best teams based on availability of regular/active members

2)

Regular/active members are members that attend or participate in social club activities at least
once a month outside of league and championships

3)

Latest available Ladder will be the only determining factor

4)

League formats will determine which ladder is to be used (Doubles and/or Singles). In some
cases a combination of the Singles and Doubles ladder may be required based on the particular
format of the league in which a team has been entered

5)

Committee reserves the right to “place” members in a higher position on the ladder based on
results after a League season has been completed, or in instances where a player may be a new
member

6)

Point 5 to be used with good discretion once the new points table and ladder has been completed

7)

The Ladder as used for the first League match of a particular season will remain until the League
season in question has been completed

8)

Committee needs to be aware of the League Rules in terms of playing down and for this reason
the Ladder needs to remain constant

9)

Where possible, reserves and members that are available to play League to be considered,
however, point 1 will remain if a team is in a position to win the league

10)

Consideration to the “Social” teams needs to be given, but at times availabilities may require
players to play up or down. In the case of playing up, only those willing to play up will be
considered and in this case the ladder may have to be “overlooked”

COMMUNICATION CHANEL:
Members wishing to raise any concerns/queries pertaining to the Ladder or Selection of Teams,
has to do so in writing, with the complaint addressed to the Chairperson. No verbal
concerns/queries will be attended to.
Members are advised that NO member of the Executive Committee(s) will provide any comment
as to the Ladder, League Teams or the Selection Policy.
We kindly request that the members respect this procedure, without placing members of the
committees under unfair pressure. The Committee’s have agreed that any correspondence/
communication should be submitted in writing via Chairperson, which will be tabled for
discussion at the appropriate Committee meeting or circulated if urgent attention is
required.
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